Abstract Complementarity Determining Region 3 of the immunoglobulin (Ig) H chain (CDR-H3) lies at the center of the antigen-binding site where it often plays a decisive role in antigen recognition and binding. Amino acids encoded by the diversity (D H ) gene segment are the main component of CDR-H3. Each D H has the potential to rearrange into one of six D H reading frames (RFs), each of which exhibits a characteristic amino acid hydrophobicity signature that has been conserved among jawed vertebrates by natural selection. A preference for use of RF1 promotes the incorporation of tyrosine into CDR-H3 while suppressing the inclusion of hydrophobic or charged amino acids. To test the hypothesis that these evolutionary constraints on D H sequence influence epitope recognition, we used mice with a single D H that has been altered to preferentially use RF2 or inverted RF1. B cells in these mice produce a CDR-H3 repertoire that is enriched for valine or arginine in place of tyrosine. We serially immunized this panel of mice with gp140 from HIV-1 JR-FL isolate and then used enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) or peptide microarray to assess antibody binding to key or overlapping HIV-1 envelope epitopes. By ELISA, serum reactivity to key epitopes varied by D H sequence. By microarray, sera with Ig CDR-H3s enriched for arginine bound to linear peptides with a greater range of hydrophobicity but had a lower intensity of binding than sera containing Ig CDR-H3s enriched for tyrosine or valine. We conclude that patterns of epitope recognition and binding can be heavily influenced by D H germ line sequence. This may help explain why antibodies in HIV-infected patients must undergo extensive somatic mutation in order to bind to specific viral epitopes and achieve neutralization.
Introduction
Although the mechanisms of combinatorial Variable (V), Diversity (D), and Joining (J) gene segment rearrangement, junctional exonucleolytic loss, and N nucleotide addition would appear to permit a repertoire of randomly created immunoglobulin antigen-binding sites, specific biases in amino acid usage are observed in the mature CDR-H3 repertoire (Fugmann et al. 2000; Ivanov et al. 2002; West et al. 2014) . CDR-H3 lies at the center of the antigen-binding site and often dictates the specificity of the antibody. The non-random use of amino acids in CDR-H3 reflects natural selection of the amino acids encoded by germ line D H gene segments, somatic regulation of reading frame preference, and somatic selection of CDR-H3 content as B cells pass through sequential quality control and tolerance checkpoints in the primary and secondary lymphoid organs (Meffre et al. 2001; Schroeder et al. Electronic supplementary material The online version of this article (doi:10.1007/s00251-015-0890-x) contains supplementary material, which is available to authorized users. 2010; Verkoczy et al. 2013) . We have previously shown that violation of germ line constraints on D H sequence, and thus CDR-H3, can alter susceptibility to infectious diseases (Nguyen et al. 2007) . In this work, we sought to address whether the changes in the B cell receptor antigen-binding site repertoire created by altering D H sequence could influence patterns of antigen, or ligand, recognition.
The immune system appears to recognize individual antigens as a collection of epitopes (Alt et al. 1987; Vinuesa and Chang 2013) . For non-repetitive antigens, production of antigen-specific antibody by B cells typically requires recognition of a minimum of two epitopes on that antigen (LeBien and Tedder 2008) . The first epitope is recognized by the BCR on B cells (Swanson et al. 2010) . The second epitope is typically recognized either by innate receptors (such as the toll-like receptors; Vinuesa and Chang 2013) in the case of T-independent (TI) responses or by the TCR on T cells as an MHC:peptide complex in the case of T-dependent (TD) responses. However, not all epitopes are equal in biologic or functional importance. Antigen neutralization, for example, typically depends on the production of antibodies with antigen-binding sites that recognize and bind to a subset of potential epitopes on the antigen. Antibodies that bind elsewhere can innocuously decorate the antigen, interfere with binding of neutralizing antibodies to critical epitopes due to steric hindrance, or even enhance pathogenicity (Wells et al. 2014) . Thus, patterns of epitope recognition can have significant consequences to the health of the individual and the likelihood of successfully bearing children and living long enough to raise them to maturity.
HIV-1 is an RNA virus that accumulates a host of mutant viral proteins by means of an error-prone reverse transcriptase. The broadly neutralizing antibodies (bNAbs) that are needed to provide protection against such a variable virus are often characterized by uncommon CDR-H3s. For example, the average length of CDR-H3 in the normal adult pre-immune repertoire is 16 amino acids (Tiller et al. 2007 ), yet in order to penetrate the viral glycan shield (McLellan et al. 2011) , some envelope protein-binding bNAbs contain CDR-H3s with lengths of up to 33 amino acids (West et al. 2014) . Other bNAbs, such as 2F5, contain CDR-H3s that extend a hydrophobic loop that tethers the antibody onto the viral membrane in the membrane proximal region (MPER) of gp41 (Ofek et al. 2010) . To test whether the restrictions in CDR-H3 content placed by natural selection of D H gene sequence might specifically influence patterns of epitope recognition and perhaps help explain why it can be difficult to generate adequately protective antibodies in HIV as well as other infections, we analyzed serum antibody reactivity to the envelope protein of HIV-1 in mice expressing altered gradients of CDR-H3 amino acid content.
We had previously generated a panel of D-altered mice (Schroeder et al. 2010) containing IgH loci limited to one wild-type or one sequence-altered D H (Fig. 1a) . The antibody repertoires produced by these D-altered mice contain alternative CDR-H3 sequence gradients of charge or hydrophobicity that include an amplified representation of categories of sequences that are present normally but only at very low prevalence.
We had sorted developing B cells from these mice, characterized the CDR-H3 repertoire, and obtained evidence that D H sequence biases CDR-H3 amino acid content at positions that can interact directly with antigen ( Fig. 1b; Schroeder et al. 2010 ). We had found that divergence from wild-type DH sequence was often associated with increased susceptibility to a number of infectious agents (Nguyen et al. 2007; Vale et al. 2013) .
Serial immunization with HIV-1-gp140 envelope protein (containing the soluble extracellular portion of HIV-1 gp160) allowed us to test the relationship and consequences of patterns of CDR-H3 content on responses to specific epitopes. After immunization, we used enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) and peptide microarrays to examine serum antibody reactivity to key and overlapping linear epitopes of the HIV-1 envelope protein. We found that D H alteration modified the pattern of antibody production against individual HIV-1 envelope epitopes. The diverse patterns of epitope recognition that we observed in the D-altered mice may help explain why some antigen epitopes elicit a greater antibody response than others and why HIV-1-infected individuals may need access to rare CDR-H3s in order to bind to specific HIV epitopes and achieve broad neutralization.
Results

Ig D H germ line sequence influences B cell primary epitope recognition
We immunized cohorts of mice homozygous for wild-type (WT) or altered D H alleles ( Fig. 1) with vaccinia-derived, purified recombinant HIV-1 JR-FL gp140 (Verkoczy et al. 2013) . Gp140, the external portion of the HIV-1 envelope protein, is a 140-kDa soluble oligomeric Env protein that contains gp120 and approximately 20 kDa of gp41 (Liao et al. 2006) , all of which are normally displayed on the surface of the viral membrane (Stamatatos et al. 2000; Stamatos et al. 1998) . Gp140 is often used as an antigen to induce anti-HIV-1 humoral immune responses (Harris et al. 2011) . Homozygous mice carrying ΔD-DFL, ΔD-DμFS, or ΔD-iD IgH alleles are limited to use of a single normal DFL16.1 gene segment, a single frame-shifted DFL16.1 gene segment, or a single D H containing inverted DSP2.2 gene sequence, respectively (Fig. 1) . The CDR-H3 repertoire of each of the three mouse strains is quite different; ΔD-DFL mice produce a DFL16.1-specific repertoire enriched for D H reading frame 1 (RF1)-encoded neutral tyrosine, as well as serine and glycine. ΔD-DμFS mice produce a DFL16.1-RF2-specific repertoire enriched for hydrophobic valine, as well as isoleucine and hydrophilic threonine (Ippolito et al. 2006) . ΔD-iD mice produce a repertoire that includes inverted RF1 DSP2.2 arginine, as well as histidine and asparagine, charged amino acids that can form salt bridges with antigen.
Cohorts of 10 mice, each homozygous for either WT or altered D H alleles, were immunized at 2-week intervals for a total of one primary immunization and four boosters (Fig. 1) . Ten days after each immunization, sera were collected and tested by endpoint ELISA for IgM or IgG binding to HIV-1 JR-FL gp140, to peptides derived from V1V2 loop (or V1V2-NQ156Q) of gp120, to the gp41 immunodominant epitope (Sp400), and to the epitopes recognized by the MPER-specific broadly neutralizing antibodies 2F5 and 4E10. These latter peptides differ in their charged amino acid (q-aa) composition and degree of hydrophobicity, as determined by the Kyte-Doolittle hydrophobicity scale as modified by Eisenberg (Eisenberg 1984; Kyte and Doolittle 1982) . The MPER peptide that contains the 2F5 and 4E10 epitopes is the most charged (Kyte-Doolittle (KD) = −1.42, q-aa = 60 %), and the immunodominant Sp400 epitope is the least charged (KD = −0.041, q-aa = 32 %) peptides (Liao et al. 2006; Verkoczy et al. 2011; Verkoczy et al. 2013) .
Endpoint titers to the full-length gp140 protein demonstrated different trends by D H allele, but these trends did not achieve statistical significance (Fig. 2) . Thus, the total amount of antibody that was produced in response to immunization was similar irrespective of global CDR-H3 content. However, statistically significant differences in endpoint titer were observed when we evaluated serum reactivity to specific epitopes (Fig. 2) . Within gp120, variable regions 1 and 2 (V1/V2) contain critical epitopes that are targets for both antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) and broadly neutralizing antibodies. These variable regions are protected both by extraordinary sequence diversity and N-linked glycosylation (McLellan et al. 2011) . Two peptides, one encoding the V1V2 epitope and the Color code, charged amino acids are marked in red, hydrophobic amino acids are marked in blue, neutral amino acids are marked in green, and tyrosine is marked in black. c Immunization scheme for all studies described in this manuscript. The mice were primed at day 0 and boosted at the time points indicated by red arrows. Gray arrows indicate blood collection time points. N non-immunized. P prime. B1, B2, B3, and B4 boost nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Details of the experimental protocol and immunogen formulations are provided in BMethods^section other the V1V2-NQ156Q, N160 variant, were examined. For both peptides and for both IgM and IgG, ΔD-iD mice demonstrated the highest endpoint titers. For the IgM response to the V1V2-N156Q, N160 peptide, the differences between ΔD-iD and the other three strains were significant (p < 0.01 in pairwise comparisons and p < 0.05 when adjusted for multiple comparisons).
Within gp41, amino acids 570 to 613 comprise the immunodominant epitope, which is represented by peptide Sp400 (Banerjee et al. 2010) . The endpoint titer against Sp400 also differed significantly by D H content. For IgM, the anti-Sp400 response was highest among WT and ΔD-DFL mice, followed by ΔD-iD, and then ΔD-DμFS. The differences between ΔD-DμFS and WT and ΔD-DFL achieved statistical significance (p < 0.001 in pairwise comparisons and p < 0.005 when adjusted for multiple comparisons). After the third boost, the IgG endpoint titer between ΔD-iD mice and each of the other three strains reached significance at p < 0.05 in pairwise comparisons but failed to achieve significance when adjusted for multiple comparisons. This difference disappeared after the fourth boost.
The broadly neutralizing antibody 2F5 recognizes the DKW (single-letter amino acid code) core epitope within amino acids 643 to 662 of the MPER of gp41, which is represented by the SP62 peptide (Alam et al. 2008) . ΔD-DFL mice exhibited the highest endpoint titer for both IgM and IgG, achieving significance (p < 0.05) when compared to the IgG titer of WT and ΔD-iD.
The broadly neutralizing antibody 4E10 recognizes the HIV-1 gp41 core epitope sequence NWFDIT (Brunel et al. 2006; Cardoso et al. 2005; Kunert et al. 2004) . For IgM, ΔD-iD mice exhibited the highest endpoint titer of the four mouse strains for the 4E10 peptide, achieving statistical significance (p < 0.01) when compared to WT, ΔD-DFL, and ΔD-DμFS at the third and fifth immunizations and adjusted for multiple comparisons. For IgG, the ΔD-DμFS mice continued to express higher endpoint titers than WT after five immunizations (p < 0.05). However, the ΔD-iD titers had dropped to ΔD-DFL levels, which were intermediate between ΔD-DμFS and WT. For both 4E10 and Sp400 described above, while recognition was clearly affected by the third boost, the limited duration of antibody production and the lack of persistence of antibody with boosting could be affected by mechanisms totally different from epitope recognition, e.g., the inability of the ΔD-iD mice to be further boosted or to mount a long-lived plasma cell response (Trad et al. 2014) .
Each of the studies above evaluated individual epitopes using endpoint titers, which are discrete values derived from the optical density (OD) values at a series of dilutions from the ELISAs. The OD values are continuous and correlate with Fig. 4 ). The mean and standard error of the mean are shown for responder mice. Statistical significance was determined by a p value <0.01 (**) and <0.05 (*), respectively, ANOVA followed by Tukey's HSD. Time points are as presented in Fig. 1 antibody concentration. In order to evaluate the role of the D H on antibody production more globally, we summed all the OD values at all dilutions for each sample and modeled the effect of genotype (G), antibody type (IgM or IgG) (A), and epitope (E) after the prime immunization (P) and after each of the four booster immunizations (B1-B4; Table 1) .
When the mice were tested by genotype after controlling for isotype and epitope, the antibody response as measured by the sum of ODs was found to be significant after the prime immunization (p = 0.00056) and the second (B2, p = 0.047) and third (B3, p = 0.043) boosts. When tested by genotype and epitope, the differences between groups were significant after all five of the immunizations with p values ranging from p = 0.0073 to p = 3.3E-08. This is in agreement with the results of the endpoint titer analysis (Fig. 2) ; in that, the difference in the pattern of response by genotype varies from epitope to epitope. When tested by genotype and isotype, the differences between groups were significant after the priming immunization (p < 0.020) and after the second (B2), third (B3), and fourth (B4) boosts (p = 0.040, p = 0.0062, and p = 0.0047, respectively). This is also in agreement with the results of the endpoint titer analysis (Fig. 2) ; in that, the difference in the pattern of response by genotype varies between IgM and IgG. Finally, when the genotype, isotype, and epitope were all taken together, the differences between groups were highly statistically significant (p = 1.8E-15, 3.2E-07, 2.6E-05, 3.3E-03, and 1.4E-04, respectively). This emphasizes that the difference in antibody production among the D H genotypes is a function of both the epitope, which is fixed, and the isotype for which IgG is associated with somatic hypermutation and then clonal selection.
D-altered mice display altered recognition of gp140 linear peptides
To further assess patterns of epitope recognition in the D-altered mice versus WT, we turned to high throughput technology. The PEPperPRINT ® chip allows an assessment of binding to 849 possible overlapping 13 amino acid linear epitopes within the protein sequence of gp160 (Heilkenbrinker et al. 2013; Shukla et al. 2012) . Based on averaged median foreground intensities, intensity maps were generated and antibody binding to the peptide map was highlighted by an intensity color code with red for high spot intensities (Fig. 3) . Unlike the previously examined peptides, which are of sufficient length that they could display in solution the conformational structures found on the intact molecule, these smaller peptides most likely remain linear. We selected two mice at random from each 10 mice cohort and tested peptide reactivity from pre-immune sera and after the first (B1) and third (B3) booster immunizations. Our subsequent analyses were based on the peptides that reacted with both first boost (B1) and third boost (B3) immunized sera.
We plotted the averaged spot intensities from each pre-immune/immunized assay against the linear peptide sequence of gp160 from the N-terminus to the C-terminus to visualize overall spot intensities. Intensity was also overlaid onto the structure of gp160 (Fig. 4a, b) . In those cases where it was not clear if a certain amino acid contributed to a consensus motif, the corresponding letters have been outlined in gray. The reactivities of the mice assayed in the microarray (Figs. 3 and 4) were largely representative of the average reactivity of the cohorts against the specified antigens (Fig. 2) . (The only exception was the ΔD-DμFS IgG response to the 2F5 epitope.)
A comparison of binding profiles revealed that both mice with a full complement of WT D H and mice limited to a single, wild-type D H (ΔD-DFL) demonstrated a broad and intense pattern of epitope recognition. Of these, the WT mice generated the greatest intensity (three peaks >60,000 fold over baseline and 2 peaks >20,000 fold over baseline) to epitopes in the gp120 region, particularly in regions C1, V1V2, V1V2, V3, V5, and C5. There was also a modest reaction with gp41 region peptides (WNNMTWMEWEREIDNYT). ΔD-DFL showed the strongest intensity against gp41 (two peaks >60, 000 fold over baseline and three peaks >20,000 fold over baseline). The gp41 immunodominant region Sp400 is included within these response peptides. To evaluate the global role of D H sequence on antibody production, the OD values at all dilutions for each sample were summed. Mixed effect models were used for comparisons. Variables used in the comparison included the effect of genotype (G), antibody type (IgM or IgG) (A), and epitope (E) after the prime immunization (P) and after each of the four booster immunizations (B1-B4). As per common practice in statistical analyses of this type, these studies considered both a null model and an alternative model, which contains the additional variable to be tested; e.g., when testing for genotype, the null model lacked this variable and the alternative model included it. In addition to the fixed effects provided in the models, both included mouse as a random effect. The residual, ε, is the difference between the actual and predicted OD sums for each model By linear peptide array, antibodies in ΔD-DFL serum were found to strongly bind to peptide N terminal to V1V2, to V1V2, and to V5 (Fig. 4a, b) . ΔD-DμFS serum antibodies also reacted with peptide N terminal to V1V2 (three peaks with >30,000 fold intensity over baseline), V1V2 and the region C terminal to V1V2, and N terminal to V3. ΔD-iD serum antibodies responded strongly to only one region, V1V2. Thus, varying the sequence of the D H substantially altered the focus of the antibody response.
To test whether there was a correlation between the enrichment for specific ranges of hydrophobicity in the CDR-H3 repertoire in the D-altered mice and the amino acid content and average hydrophobicity of the peptides assayed in the microarray, we examined the amino composition of the peptides (Fig. 4c) (Ippolito et al. 2006; Mahmoud et al. 2011; Zemlin et al. 2008) . The peptides contained a mixture of charged, neutral, and hydrophobic amino acids. No clear associations between the amino acid content of the altered D H and the overall amino acid content of the peptides recognized were observed, so the bias in epitope recognition cannot entirely be explained simply by alterations in the physico-chemical structure of the antigen-binding site.
We then examined the relationship of the charge of the linear peptide to the intensity of the microarray response. These data were visualized in both 3D (Fig. 5a ) and 2D (Fig. 5b) representations. Each peptide was assigned an average hydrophobicity based on the Kyte-Doolittle scale. A clear distinction could be drawn between the ΔD-iD mice and the other three strains. Using a cutoff of 10,000 for intensity, ΔD-iD sera showed intense binding to only one of 21 peptides, whereas intense binding was observed in 11 of 21 peptides for WT mice, 10 of 20 peptides for ΔD-FL mice, and 11 of 17 peptides for ΔD-DμFS mice (p = 0.0014, p = 0.0014, and p < 0.0001, respectively). Thus, while the ΔD-iD mice produced serum antibodies that were able to bind to peptides with a wider range of average hydrophobicities then the other three strains, all but one of the reactivities were of a low response intensity.
Discussion
We found that changing the sequence of D H altered patterns of gp140 epitope recognition after both primary and secondary immunizations. Differences in epitope recognition were apparent both before and after class switching.
In BALB/c mice, the developing B cells for RF1 and the amino acids it encodes is a product of a predilection for rearrangement by deletion, the frequent occurrence of stop codons in RF3, a bias towards rearrangement at sites of sequence microhomology between the 3′ end of the D H and the 5′ end of the J H that favors rearrangement into RF1, and an autophagy-related (ATG) start site upstream of RF2 that permits production of a truncated Dμ protein and by allelic exclusion impairs subsequent V→D RF2 J rearrangement (Gu et al. 1990; Nadel and Feeney 1995) . To study the role that these biases may play in antibody production, we previously generated a panel of mice with D H loci that promote alternative reading frame usage. In all three strains, 12 of the 13 D gene segments have been deleted (Schroeder et al. 2010) . The ΔD-DFL strain retains the most frequently expressed D H gene, DFL16.1, with its normal preference for tyrosine-enriched RF1. The ΔD-DμFS strain uses a modified DFL16.1 gene segment with two flanking nucleotide insertions. The first shifts the upstream Dμ ATG to be in frame with RF1, and the second shifts the terminal microhomology between 3′D H and 5′J H to be in frame with RF2. These frameshifts enhance use of hydrophobic RF2 in place of hydrophilic RF1. The ΔD-iD strain contains a modified DFL16.1 gene segment, wherein the central core of DFL16.1 has been replaced by inverted DSP DSP2.2. The iRF1 DSP2.2 sequence is in frame with and retains terminal DFL16.1 RF1 D H and J H microhomology, and the upstream ATG start site is in frame with the iRF2 sequence of DSP2.2. iRF1 enriches for arginine in place of tyrosine.
B cells in D-altered mice undergo the normal processes of VDJ recombination and N addition to create large, diverse, and polyclonal H chain repertoires. The representation of V gene segment utilization appears minimally affected by these Fig. 3 Representative peptide microarray images. One of three chips is shown as an example. The chips contained 13 amino acid peptides with a 12 amino acid overlap spanning the entire gp160 sequence. Peptides were spotted in duplicate. The chips were incubated with WT, ΔD-DFL, ΔD-DμFS, and ΔD-iD immune sera (1:1000 dilution); followed by staining with the secondary antibody F(ab′)2 goat anti-mouse IgG (H + L) conjugate at a dilution of 1:5000; and readout at a scanning intensity of 5 (red). Readout was performed with a LI-COR Odyssey Imaging System. The red dots represent the peptides with bound antibody; e.g., the boxed area shows the V1V2 epitope. Quantification of spot intensities and peptide annotation were done with PepSlide ® Analyzer changes in CDR-H3 content (Schroeder et al. 2010) . B cells using D-altered alleles pass through all the normal checkpoints of B cell development, and they respond to antigenic challenge by undergoing class switching, somatic hypermutation, and affinity maturation. Deletion of the 3′ terminal DQ52 gene segment leads to doubling of the use of J H 1 and halving of the use of J H 4 when compared to wild type (Nitschke et al. 2001) . The effect of this deletion on J H , which was common to all three D-altered strains, may have contributed to some of the differences between the D-altered and wild-type strains. However, the similarity in J H usage among the three D-altered strains allowed us to attribute the differences in antibody responses to the change in the pattern of amino acids contributed by the D H to CDR-H3, which lies at the center of the antigen-binding site and is the starting point for affinity maturation.
In previous studies, we have shown that both the total amount of antibody produced in response to immunization and the ability of the antibodies that are produced to neutralize pathogens can be affected by changes in the sequence of the D H (Nguyen et al. 2007 ). For example, in the response to influenza virus A, the total amount of antibody produced by ΔD-DFL and ΔD-iD mice was similar to WT. However, whereas heterosubtypic immunity, the cross protection against a serotype different from the one used for immunization, was maintained in the ΔD-DFL mice, ΔD-iD mice exhibited increased morbidity and mortality. This suggested to us that either the epitopes being bound by the ΔD-iD mice were different from those bound by WT or ΔD-DFL or the quality of binding differed between the strains.
To test the hypothesis that global epitope recognition might be influenced by the sequence of the D H , for this work, we Peptidebinding data from sera obtained after the second and fourth immunizations were combined for these analyses. a Illustration of the peptides bound by the various sera superimposed on the JR-FL gp140 secondary structure. The residues bound by sera from the different mouse strains are color coded, WT (gray), DFL16.1 (green), ΔD-DμFS (blue), and ΔD-iD (red triangle). The symbolic spatial structures of HIV-1 JR-FL gp120 and gp41 are plotted based on Binley's published research (Binley et al. 2000) . b Response intensity chart of the bound peptides for each mouse strain. The bound peptides, which are located in the positions of V1V2, V3, V5, Sp400, and 2F5 epitopes, are indicated in the figure to illustrate the overlapping binding of the positive natural epitopes in Fig 2. c Amino acid usage percentage of the bound peptides. The average frequency of the different amino acids present in the bound peptides was calculated by Prism GraphPad ® 5. The measurement methods are in a Supplementary Microsoft Excel Table serially immunized our panel of mice with JR-FL gp140, an HIV envelope antigen. We then assessed endpoint titers to well-recognized epitopes on that antigen. In accordance with our hypothesis, serum reactivity to the various epitopes differed between the strains. Although with a total of 10 mice tested, a number of the differences that we observed did not reach statistical significance; statistical significance was achieved for reactivity against the V1V2 NQ epitopes and, to a lesser extent, the 4E10 MPER epitope. For these epitopes, the response of the mice biased towards a rarely used inverted RF1 that encodes charged residues exceeded that of wild type. We then re-analyzed the data using OD as a continuous variable and testing for the global effect of D H genotype, antibody type (IgM and IgG), and epitope. In each case, highly significant differences were found as a result of the change in D H gene sequence and thus global CDR-H3 content.
In two instances, reactivity with the entire gp140 and with the 4E10 epitope, the serum IgM response of the ΔD-DμFS mice was very low, but the IgG response became very high (Fig. 2) . It is possible that RF2, whose usage is enhanced in these mice, provided an easier path for somatic mutation to generate more highly reactive antibodies with T cell help. Testing of this hypothesis will require cloning and sequencing of the IgM and IgG antibodies in these mice.
To gain a greater insight into these patterns of epitope recognition, we turned to peptide printing technology. This enabled us to not only see overlapping or discordant epitopes on the envelope antigen but also to assess the intensity of the binding. The epitopes bound by WT and ΔD-DFL sera distributed in high-and low-intensity areas, with modest variation in hydrophobicity. The epitopes bound by ΔD-DμFS sera showed a sparse distribution pattern. Markedly, the epitopes bound by ΔD-iD sera had a broader reactivity by charge/ hydrophobicity than the other three strains but fewer reactivities of high response intensity (Fig. 5) .
The three strains that we have created all use D H sequence that is normally present in the germ line; we simply altered the frequency at which the sequences belonging to the various reading frames were used. We have not yet created mice with totally novel D H sequence; thus, the three strains underestimate the range of diversity of CDR-H3 that could be generated. It seems likely that the use of synthetic D H segments containing sequences not seen in the normal germ line would yield an even greater divergence in epitope recognition than what we observed in our extant panel of mice.
We selected HIV gp140 as our test antigen because it has been extensively studied and because it has been very difficult to elicit effective antibodies against this pathogen (Lutje Hulsik et al. 2013; West et al. 2014) . Our studies here were not designed to test for the functional effects of antibody production by the different D-altered mice on the ability of the mice to neutralize HIV. However, we would suggest that our findings do offer one potential explanation for why broadly neutralizing antibodies against HIV often contain extensive somatic hypermutation. We propose that the wild-type germ line antibody repertoire has been selected by evolution to respond preferentially to a relatively restricted range of epitopes with specific physico-chemical properties. The epitopes that drive this phenomenon are yet to be defined but could include self-antigens, common components of the microbiota, or common environmental antigens. It would appear that HIV has responded to this evolutionary pressure by ensuring that its neutralizing epitopes contain sequences or structures that are difficult for the normal antibody repertoire to respond to. We speculate that these pressures may also explain why it has been difficult to create protective vaccines against certain other pathogens as well.
In summary, our findings suggest that natural selection of D H gene sequence can influence the likelihood and intensity of the production of antibody against individual epitopes. These findings may help in the interpretation of immune responses to various vaccines and could help develop tools for predicting the likelihood of responses to vaccines under development.
Methods
Mice
We previously altered the D H locus in BALB/c mice by deleting all but one D H and forcing use of an alternative reading frame in that D H (Fig. 1a) (Ippolito et al. 2006; Ivanov et al. 2005; Schelonka et al. 2005; Schelonka et al. 2008; Zemlin et al. 2008) .
Immunization
All experiments with mice were approved by and performed in compliance with Institutional Animal Care Use Committee (IACUC) regulation. Cohorts of 10 each of homozygous WT, ΔD-DFL, ΔD-DμFS, and ΔD-iD BALB/c mice were serially immunized with vaccinia-derived HIV-1 JR-FL gp140. Each mouse was injected intraperitoneally with antigenic protein (8 μl JRFL peptide with 162 μl saline) and 10 μl of 20-mer oCpG (5′ TCCATGACGTTCCTGACGTT 3′) (Midland Certified Reagent Company, Midland, TX) mixed with 20 μl Emulsigen (MVP Laboratories, Omaha, NE) as the adjuvant (200 μl total volume/mouse). The primary injection was followed by four booster injections at 2-week intervals. The mice were bled 10 days after each immunization to collect serum for the antibody-binding assays (Fig. 1c) (Liao et al. 2006; Verkoczy et al. 2011; Verkoczy et al. 2013 ).
Serum Ab-binding assays
Binding to the original recombinant JR-FL gp140 and to selected peptide epitopes was examined by ELISA, as previously described (Liao et al. 2006; Verkoczy et al. 2011; Verkoczy et al. 2013) . Recombinant gp140 (group M CON-S gp140CFI) was produced in 293 T cells by recombinant vaccinia viruses. The two tested peptides contained within gp120 are the V1V2 peptide and a variant V1V2-N156Q, N160Q produced as described (Liao et al. 2013; Yates et al. 2014) . Within gp41, the three tested peptides are Sp400-BAL (RVLAVERYLRDQQLLGIWGCSGKLICTTAVPWNA SWSNKSLNKI) from the immunodominant region and the 2F5 epitope sp62 (QQEKNEQELLELDKWASLWN) and the 4E10 epitope (SLWNWFNITNWLWYIK) from the MPER region. The data was collected and measured by endpoint titer 1000× log 2 (l/dil). The Y axis was transformed into log 10 scale.
Linear peptide microarray analysis
Each mouse of each strain was numbered 1-10. We selected mice 4 and 5 in each strain to test. Sera obtained prior to immunization and after the second and fourth immunizations were used for the PEPperPRINT ® chip assay to assess binding to small linear epitopes from HIV-1 JR-FL gp160. A total of 849 peptides of 13aa length with 12aa length overlap were used, covering the complete gp160. Incubation of the peptide arrays with pre-immune and immune sera at dilutions of 1:1000 was followed by staining with secondary goat anti-mouse IgG (H + L) IRDye680 antibody and readout at a scanning intensity of 5. A software algorithm breaks down fluorescence intensities of each spot into foreground and background signal and calculates the standard deviation of median foreground intensities. Based on averaged median foreground intensities, intensity maps were generated and antibody binding to the peptide map was highlighted by an intensity color code with red for high for low spot intensities (Fig. 3) . The peptides bound by each mouse strain B1 and B3 sera were analyzed, and the collective binding peptides bound by both nos. 4 and 5 mouse sera at both B1 and B3 were chosen for analysis (Supplementary Excel  Table) . Fluorescence intensity plots were made using OriginLab Origin V8.0. The normalized Kyte-Doolittle hydrophobicity scale (Eisenberg 1984 ) was used to calculate average hydrophobicity of each 13 amino acid peptides (Supplementary Excel Table) . Although this scale ranges from −1.3 (arginine) to +1.7 (isoleucine), only the range from −0.4 (charged) to +0.5 (hydrophobic) is shown (Fig. 5) . 
Statistical analyses
One-way ANOVA tests were performed in Prism GraphPad 6.0 in order to compare serum IgG and IgM binding to the HIV-1 JR-FL natural antigen. In addition, Tukey's honest significant difference (HSD) tests were applied to all the analyses to adjust the multiple-variable comparisons. Statistical significance was determined by a p value <0.001 (***), <0.01 (**), and <0.05 (*). In addition to analyzing the titer values, which are discrete, we summed up all the OD values at all dilutions, which are continuous and correlated to antibody concentrations. We used the Blme4^R package (version 3.1.0) for fitting a mixed effect ANOVA model with D H genotype, antibody isotype, and epitope as predictors. Mouse was included as a random effect to capture the correlation among measurements from the same mouse. All three two-way interactions and the three-way interaction were included in the full model. Significance level was set as 0.05. For differences in the distribution of intensity, we used Fisher's exact test.
